We introduce a new class of monomial ideals, called strong Borel type ideals, and we compute the Mumford-Castelnouvo regularity for principal strong Borel type ideals. Also, we describe the d-fixed ideals generated by powers of variables and we compute their regularity.
In [4] , it was proved a formula for the regularity of a principal d-fixed ideal, i.e the smallest d-fixed ideal which contains a given monomial u ∈ S. This formula generalizes the Pardue's formula for the regularity of a principal pBorel ideal, proved in [1] and [8] , and later in [7] . In the section 2, we describe the d-fixed ideals generated by powers of variables (Proposition 2.2) and we give a formula for their regularity (Corollary 2.8).
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Monomial ideals of strong Borel type.
Let K be an infinite field, and let S = K[x 1 , ..., x n ], n ≥ 2, be the polynomial ring over K. 
Definition 1.1. We say that a monomial ideal I ⊂ S is of strong Borel type (SBT) if for any monomial

The sum of two ideals of (SBT) is still an ideal of (SBT). The same is true for an intersection or a product of two ideals of (SBT).
Definition 1.3. Let A ⊂ S be a set of monomials. We say that I is the (SBT)-ideal generated by A, if I is the smallest, with respect to inclusion, ideal of (SBT) containing A. We write I = SBT (A).
In particular, if A = {u}, where u ∈ S is a monomial, we say that I is the principal (SBT)-ideal generated by u, and we write I = SBT (u). 
and I is of (SBT) it follows that v ∈ I and thus I ⊆ I. For the converse, simply notice that I is itself an (SBT)-ideal. [7] , it is defined a chains of ideals I = I 0 ⊂ I 1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ I r = S as follows. We let I 0 = I. Suppose I is already defined. If I = S then the chain ends. Otherwise, we let n = m(I ) and set I +1 = (I : Corollary 2.5] states that
is the ideal generated by G(I ). Also, [7, Corollary 2.5] gives a formula for the regularity of I, more precisely,
Our next goal is to give a formula for the regularity of a principal (SBT)-ideal. In order to do it, we shall use the previous remark.
Let 1 ≤ i 1 < i 2 < · · · < i r ≤ n be some integers, α 1 , . . . , α r be some positive integers and ).
Analogously, we get I q := (I q+1 :
e ), for all 0 ≤ q < r. Therefore, the sequential chain of I is (2) from Remark 1.5 implies reg(I) = max{s q : 1 ≤ q ≤ r}, so, in order to compute the regularity of I, we must determine the numbers s q . We claim that s q = χ q .
First of all, note that J q = I q ∩S q and J sat q
qe ≥ α e for any 1 ≤ e ≤ q − 1 we get
e )S q , therefore w ∈ J sat q . On the other hand, one can easily see that w / ∈ J q , so w is a nonzero element in
In order to prove the converse inequality, we consider a monomial u ∈ J sat q with deg(u) ≥ χ q + 1 and we show that u ∈ J q . Assume, by contradiction,
iq , where 1 ≤ j e ≤ i e for 1 ≤ e ≤ q − 1 and
A and α f be the largest integer among all the α f , with f satisfying the above conditions. Suppose that there exist some
). With the notations of 1.5 and 1.6, we have
2 )) = 10. We have χ In the end of this section, we mention the following result, which generalizes a result of Eisenbud-Reeves-Totaro (see [6, Proposition 12] In particular, this holds for (SBT)-ideals, and thus we get the following corollary. 
Remark 1.10. Note also that the regularity of an (SBT)-ideal, I ⊂ S, is upper bounded by n(deg(I) − 1) + 1, (see [9, Theorem 2.2]). In fact, deg(I) is the maximum degree of a minimal generator of I as an (SBT)-ideal!
d-fixed ideals generated by powers of variables.
Let us fix some notations. Let u 1 , . . . , u m ∈ S be some monomials. We say that I is the d-fixed ideal generated by u 1 , . . . , u m , if I is the smallest d-fixed ideal , w.r.t inclusion, which contains u 1 , . . . , u m , and we write
In particular, if m = 1, we say that I is the principal d-fixed ideal generated by u = u 1 and we write I =< u > d .
In the case when I is a principal d-fixed ideal , [4, Theorem 3.1] gives a formula for the Castelnuovo-Mumford regularity of I. Using similar techniques as in [4] , we shall compute the regularity for d-fixed ideals generated by powers of variables. We recall some results proved in [4] which are useful. Let α be a positive integer and let
• Soc(S/I) = (J + I)/I, with
• reg(I) = max{e :
• If e ≥ reg(I) then I ≥e is stable (see [4, 3.6] 
Proof. Indeed, using [4, 1.7] it is enough to notice that < x
Our next goal is to give the set of the minimal generators of a d-fixed ideal generated by some powers of variables. Using the previous lemma, we had reduced to the next case:
where n e = {x ie−1+1 , . . . , x ie }, n 
In order to obtain the required formula, we use induction on r ≥ 1, the case r = 1 being obvious. Let r > 1 and assume that the assertion is true for r − 1, i.e
e ) γet ⊂ S r−1 . 
2 ). In order to compute I (2) , we need to find all the pairs (γ 1 , γ 2 ) such that γ 1 < 7, γ 1 < d 10 and γ 2 = 10 − γ 1 . We have 4 pairs, namely (0, 10), (2, 8) , (4, 6) and (6, 4), thus (n
where n p,ĵ
where, for a given q = q j , we take the second j th sum for γ 
Proposition 2.5. Let n ≥ 2 and let
Proposition 2.6. With the above notations, for any 1 ≤ q ≤ r we have:
Proof. Fix 1 ≤ q ≤ r. The first two inclusions are obvious. In order to prove the last equality, it is enough to show that
∈ I q it follows that x j · u ∈ I e for some e < q. Thus u ∈ I e , since x j does not divide any minimal generator of I e .
Let n ≥ 2 and let 1 ≤ i 1 < i 2 < · · · < i r = n be some integers. Let α 1 < α 2 < · · · < α r be some positive integers. We write α q = t≥0 α qt d t . Let s q = max{t| α qt > 0} for any 1 ≤ q ≤ r. Notice that s 1 ≤ s 2 ≤ · · · ≤ s r . Indeed, assume, by contradiction, that there exist q < q such that s q > s q . Then, from the d -decomposition of α q and α q , we have
For 1 ≤ j ≤ k, we define some positive integers χ j as follows. 
) αes e −1 , otherwise.
We claim the following: On the other hand, it is obvious that deg(J) = k j=1 χ j and thus, by (3), we complete the proof of the theorem.
In order to prove (1), we pick x i ∈ n q a variable, where q ∈ {1, . . . , r}. Let j be the unique integer with the property that q ∈ {q j−1 +1, . . . , q j }. We want to show that x i ·J ⊂ I. We consider two cases. First, we assume i qj −i qj−1 ≥ 2. We claim that x i J j ⊂ I qj−1+1 +· · ·+I qj . Indeed, for any e ∈ {q j−1 +1, . . . , q j }, ) ⊂ I j , as required. If m = 1 the same trick works, with the only difference that the first "=" is replaced by "⊆".
In order to prove (2) it is enough to show for any 1 
. Suppose the assertion is true for j − 1. We must consider two cases.
First, suppose i qj 
